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We report on an advanced in-situ electron-beam lithography technique based on high-resolution
cathodoluminescence (CL) spectroscopy at low temperatures. The technique has been developed
for the deterministic fabrication and quantitative evaluation of nanophotonic structures. It is of
particular interest for the realization and optimization of non-classical light sources which require
the pre-selection of single quantum dots (QDs) with very specific emission features. The two-step
electron-beam lithography process comprises (a) the detailed optical study and selection of target
QDs by means of CL-spectroscopy and (b) the precise retrieval of the locations and integration
of target QDs into lithographically defined nanostructures. Our technology platform allows for a
detailed pre-process determination of important optical and quantum optical properties of the QDs,
such as the emission energies of excitonic complexes, the excitonic fine-structure splitting, the
carrier dynamics, and the quantum nature of emission. In addition, it enables a direct and precise
comparison of the optical properties of a single QD before and after integration which is very
beneficial for the quantitative evaluation of cavity-enhanced quantum devices. C 2015 AIP Publishing
LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4926995]

I. INTRODUCTION

Future applications of nanophotonic devices in quantum
information technology1 set stringent requirements on their
optical properties. Key components are non-classical light
sources2,3 which need to emit single photons on demand
with high extraction efficiency,4,5 high suppression of multi-
photon emission,4 and high indistinguishability5,6 to mention
only the most important requirements. Moreover, when going
beyond simple proof-of-concept demonstrations towards the
implementation of more complex scenarios such as quan-
tum networks,7 it is vital to develop also deterministic nano-
fabrication platforms with reasonably high process yield.
At the same time also techniques for a better quantitative
evaluation of photonic quantum devices and their process-
ing need to be established. While numerical simulations can
provide a basic understanding of the functional principles
of nanostructured devices,8,9 there is a need for advanced
experimental techniques that trace their influence in real struc-
tures within a one-to-one comparison of the optical properties
before and after processing for a quantitative evaluation with
high accuracy. A modification of the spontaneous decay rate
via the Purcell effect by spectral matching to a resonator
structure10,11 is a prominent example, which should be moni-
tored at the single emitter level. Another important property
is the exciton’s fine-structure splitting (FSS) in quantum dots
(QDs)12. A controlled integration of single QDs with vanishing
FSS into nanophotonic structures will enable the realization
of polarization-entangled-photon-pair emitters.13 The basic

a)srodt@physik.tu-berlin.de

requirement for a selective QD choice and a direct comparison
is a deterministic fabrication process that enables the integra-
tion of a pre-selected QD into a high-quality nanophotonic
structure. While a number of deterministic approaches ex-
ists,14–18 a fabrication technique based on (a) electron-beam
lithography together with (b) a high positioning accuracy
and (c) detailed spectroscopic methods is desirable to enable
a flexible and adapted device design. Cathodoluminescence
lithography (CLL) already provides (a) and (b), and partly
(c), as the investigation can only be accomplished in a very
limited amount of time, restricted by the resist properties.19

To overcome this difficulty, we introduce in the present work
a fabrication scheme that extends the basic CLL process
with a resist-free and marker-based pre-characterization step,
allowing for a comprehensive investigation of the QDs prior
to device processing. To demonstrate this enhanced cathodo-
luminescence lithography (eCLL) technique, we isolate pre-
characterized QDs and integrate them into mesa structures for
an exemplarily follow-up comparison with the initial results.
We trace the emission energies as well as the FSS of the single
QDs, both being crucial parameters, e.g., for resonance match-
ing in cavity structures and for the generation of entangled
photon-pairs, respectively. Moreover, in-situ measurements of
the luminescence decay and the second-order photon-auto-
correlation function demonstrate the extensive spectroscopic
capabilities of eCLL.

II. EXPERIMENTAL AND RESULTS

The advanced in-situ electron-beam lithography pres-
ented in this work is based on our CLL platform reported
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previously.20 In CLL, a quick CL mapping is applied for the
pre-registering of single QDs with selected emission energies.
Up to now, the dwell times for spectroscopic investigations
at each mapping point on the sample were restricted by the
sensitivity of the electron-beam-sensitive resist that is present
on the sample during the full CLL process. Typical dwell times
were in the range of 50 ms to 100 ms, depending on the chosen
acceleration voltage of the primary electrons. These dwell
times are significantly lower than typical integration times of
up to several 10 min required for a detailed spectroscopic pre-
characterization of QDs. In order to overcome the limitation
of CLL in terms of small dwell times in the selection process,
we introduce an advanced in-situ electron-beam lithography
technology platform which also includes a comprehensive
pre-characterization of the sample to satisfy the demands of
selecting emitters with very specific and stringent spectral
specifications. The pre-process CL characterization includes,
e.g., measurements as a function of the excitation density,
the determination of the luminescence’s polarization, time-
resolved experiments, as well as investigations of the quantum
nature of emission by Hanbury-Brown and Twiss experiments.
Our enhanced CLL process relies on macroscopic marker
structures on the sample’s surface which are patterned by a
standard UV lithography step and a subsequent lift-off process.
Utilization of marker structures was also reported by Nogues
et al.15 who applied CL to determine QD positions with respect
to the markers. Afterwards, they performed EBL with a sole
reference to the markers in secondary-electron images where
they obtain a sum of errors from the first localization, the e-
beam realignment, and the second localization. Kojima et al.16

used pre-fabricated marker structures in combination with
micro-photoluminescence spectroscopy (µPL) to pin the QDs’
positions and performed EBL with respect to the markers
afterwards. This technique has two drawbacks, as µPL has a
reduced lateral resolution as compared to CL and they also
have to rely on an as-good-as-possible second localization
with respect to the markers. We bypass such marker-based
localization errors as our marker structures only serve for a
rough re-positioning on the sample while the exact positions
of the QDs are determined by the high-resolution CL mapping
and accurate alignment within the CLL work flow as described
below.

The process flow of eCLL is sketched in Fig. 1. First,
alignment markers are processed on the sample by standard
UV lithography before it is mapped and pre-characterized
by high-resolution CL spectroscopy—including all envisaged
spectroscopic measurements (Fig. 1(a)). Next, the sample is
spin-coated with an electron-beam sensitive resist and CLL is
performed on the pre-characterized areas (Fig. 1(b)). As a key
feature of our scheme, the second determination of QD posi-
tions is solely based on the high-resolution CL mapping with
a lateral accuracy of 25 nm21 on the spin-coated sample. The
subsequent EBL step at cryogenic temperature is performed
in immediate succession, to avoid lateral misalignment caused
by a possible temporal drift of the sample. After development
of the resist and etching of the sample, the single encapsulated
QDs are post-characterized (Fig. 1(c)). This procedure enables
a precise one-to-one comparison of the opto-electronic fea-
tures of single quantum emitters before and after processing

FIG. 1. Schematics of the eCLL process with the use of CL for optical
characterization. First, marker structures are applied to the sample and it is
pre-characterized (a). Then, the CLL process is conducted and the single QDs
are incorporated into nanophotonic structures (b). Post-characterization of the
processed structures (c) allows for a direct comparison (d) with the results
from (a).

(Fig. 1(d)). Thanks to the macroscopic marker structures, µPL
is also applicable in the pre- and post-characterization steps.

The eCLL work flow combines the great advantages of
extensive pre-characterization of single QDs by a manifold
of spectroscopic experiments with the high lateral accuracy
of CLL-sample-processing. The overall lateral accuracy of
the full CLL process was determined to be 34 nm.21 It could
be improved by utilizing a cryostat that exhibits almost no
thermal drift. Target nanophotonic application might be the
integration of QDs with a vanishing fine-structure splitting
and matching emission energy in microlens or microcavity
structures for the emission of polarization-entangled photon
pairs from the biexciton-exciton radiative cascade12 or the
fabrication of single-photon sources with identical emission
for the generation of indistinguishable photons in quantum
communication schemes.7

The sample under investigation was grown by metal-
organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) on GaAs(001)
substrate and includes a lower distributed Bragg reflector
(DBR) for an enhanced photon-extraction efficiency of the QD
luminescence. First, 300 nm of GaAs was deposited followed
by the DBR consisting of 23 pairs of λ/4-layers of 77 nm
Al0.9Ga0.1As and 65.7 nm GaAs. The targeted central wave-
length of the DBR’s stopband is λ = 935 nm. Next, 65.7 nm of
GaAs was deposited, followed by self-organized InGaAs QDs
in the Stranski-Krastanow growth mode at a temperature of
500 ◦C during a growth interruption of 35 s. Finally, the QDs
were capped by 400 nm of GaAs. The GaAs capping layer
provides the material for processing the CLL structures. The
QD density was estimated to be ≈107 cm−2.

Alignment markers were patterned on the sample’s sur-
face by a standard UV lithography step and a successive lift-
off process. Figure 2(c) shows a section of such a marker
structure that consists of gold markers including boundary-
marks and numbered labels for every 50 µm × 50 µm field.
The numbering allows for an easy relocation of a given field.
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FIG. 2. CL maps for the three stages of the enhanced CLL process. (a)
CL map with longer dwell time (100 ms) per map pixel during the initial
pre-characterization. The luminescence spots from the selected QDs are
marked by red arrows and numbers for easier tracking. (b) CL map as taken
on the resist-coated sample to relocate the pre-selected QDs with dwell times
per pixel of 30 ms. (c) CL map of the fully processed structure in front of
a larger area secondary-electron image. The macroscopic markers used for
relocating the 50 µm× 50 µm fields are visible in the top region. All maps
show emission within an energy range from 1.337 eV to 1.345 eV.

Next, a number of single QDs in different fields are
investigated by CL at a temperature of 5 K. The emission
lines from excitonic and biexcitonic recombinations are iden-
tified by performing excitation- and polarization-dependent
measurements. Special emphasis is put on the FSS of the
excitonic emission. To demonstrate the versatility of our CLL
setup, we additionally performed exemplarily time-resolved
CL experiments. Time-resolved single-photon counting was

used for determination of CL decay times and CL photon auto-
correlation to determine the degree of single-photon emission.
Additionally, a CL map is taken (Fig. 2(a)) to facilitate the
relocation process of the QDs.

The in-situ electron-beam-lithography process is initi-
ated by spin-coating a 225 nm thick polymethyl-methacrylate
(PMMA) layer on the sample surface. Then, the sample is re-
mounted in the CLL setup and cooled down to a temperature
of 5 K. The pre-characterized QDs in the numbered fields are
easily relocated by roughly accessing the desired area and
by fine-tuning the position by taking single-shot secondary-
electron images. The incorporated electron dose per image
of 0.7 µC/cm2 is so low that the PMMA resist is almost not
affected. When the target write-field is reached, the actual CLL
process starts. The sample area is mapped by CL with short
integration times (≈30 ms) per pixel (Fig. 2(b)), introducing
a dose of 6.5 mC/cm2. During this mapping, the PMMA
chains are cracked and the resist becomes soluble for the later
development step. Within this map, the pre-characterized QDs
are easily identified and precisely relocated (cf. Figs. 2(a) and
2(b)). Now, circular disk patterns with diameters of 2 µm
are written into the resist by applying an electron dose of
14 mC/cm2. This large electron dose leads to a cross-linking
and carbonization of the afore cracked PMMA chains and
it becomes resistant against the developer. When the CLL
process is finished on all QDs, the sample is transferred
out of the CL-system and it is developed in a mixture of
methylisobutylketon (MIBK) and isopropyl alcohol (IPA) at
room temperature. Next, dry etching is performed in an induc-
tively coupled-plasma reactive-ion etching (ICP-RIE) plasma

FIG. 3. Exemplary spectra (a) and polarization-resolved differential shifts of exciton and biexciton emissions (b) for a single QD before and after processing
of the mesa structure. For (b), the polarization dependent emission energies of exciton and biexciton were extracted and the differential shift was calculated as
given by the y-axis title of (b). This procedure eliminates a possible collective shift of the spectra during the polarization scan and reduces the overall statistical
error. The fine-structure splitting is given by half of the amplitude. Extracted variations of the fine-structure splitting (∆FSS= 0 µeV, σ = 2 µeV) (c) and of the
exciton’s recombination energy (∆E = 0.4 meV, σ = 0.4 meV) (d) for nine QDs. Energy values from the pre-characterization step were subtracted from those
of the mesa structures.
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FIG. 4. Time-resolved CL measurements. (a) Decay of an uncharged biexciton state before and after processing of the mesa structure. Solid lines represent
exponential fits to the data. The QD in the mesa exhibits a reduced decay time by a factor of 1.7±0.1. (b) Auto-correlation data g (2)(τ) of the transition of a
positively charged exciton. The corrected g

(2)
deconv(0) value of 0.24±0.16 clearly demonstrates emission of single photons.

under a pressure of 0.08 Pa with 100 W ICP coil power and
−213 V substrate bias voltage. A combination of Cl2:BCl3:Ar,
with a ratio of 1.3:4.3:1.1, is used to reach a selectivity of GaAs
against unexposed PMMA of 2. Realizing an etch depth of up
to 430 nm, the disk profiles are transferred from the inverted
PMMA into the semiconductor and the QD layer around the
resulting mesa structures is removed.

After the processing, the single QDs in their mesa struc-
tures are investigated in the same way as in the pre-character-
ization step. As an example, Fig. 3 displays spectra and
polarization-resolved differential shifts of the exciton’s and
biexciton’s emission energy for one and the same QD before
and after fabrication of the mesa. It is clearly demonstrated in
(a) that only a single QD remained in the mesa with the same
emission energies of its excitonic complexes as before. A total
of nine QDs were investigated in this experiment. Figure 3
displays the relative changes in the exciton’s FSS (c) and
emission energy (d) (values obtained for the mesa structures
minus the respective energies before processing of the mesas).
The energetic values can be determined with high accuracy
and are almost unaffected by the patterning of the sample:
there is a slight increase in emission energy (∆E = 0.4 meV,
σ = 0.4 meV), while the change of FSS (∆FSS = 0 µeV,
σ = 2 µeV) lies within the statistical error. Here, the change
of emission energy is most probably related to a different
electrostatic environment of the QD in the microstructure as
compared to the planar sample. At this point, a more thorough
analysis of the underlying mechanisms is not possible, as the
QD’s charge environment on a microscopic scale is unknown.
We would like to note that the slight shift of the emission
energy can easily be compensated by temperature tuning in
the case of microcavity structures22 or in quantum-repeater
scenarios23 where a spectral matching is vital.

Fig. 4 shows exemplary time-resolved CL experiments. In
(a), results for the single-photon counting are displayed for an
accumulation time of 25 min. The decay time is shortened from
(0.87 ± 0.01) ns to (0.51 ± 0.03) ns. The shortening of the

CL-decay time indicates a slight Purcell factor of 1.7 ± 0.1
due to a larger local density of optical states in the presence
of the mesa structure. In principle, the reduced CL decay time
could also be attributed to additional nonradiative recombina-
tion centers at the etched microlens surface. However, since
the QD is still surrounded by at least 400 nm of GaAs in
vertical direction and 1000 nm in lateral direction, we do not
expect a significant influence of such centers on the decay
dynamics of the QD.24,25 Fig. 4(b) shows the ability of our CLL
setup to also perform auto-correlation measurements. Such
measurements are crucial to, e.g., ensure the single-photon
emission-character of a selected emitter. The g(2)(τ) statistics
was recorded for 3.5 h. The black line gives the raw data and the
red line is a fit where the finite time-resolution of the APDs was
considered by deconvolution.26 The corrected g(2)(0) value of
0.24 ± 0.16 clearly indicates the emission of single photons.

III. SUMMARY

In summary, we have developed a powerful in-situ
electron-beam-lithography technology platform that allows
for a thorough and comprehensive pre-characterization of
single QDs before they are deterministically incorporated
into etched nanophotonic structures. By fabricating mesa
structures with pre-selected single QDs inside, we exem-
plarily demonstrated the feasibility of our approach. We also
compared the QDs’ emission energies and fine-structure split-
tings before and after fabrication of the mesas to evaluate
its influence on the electronic properties of the QDs. Only
a slight increase of the emission energies was found that
can easily be compensated by temperature tuning, while no
significant change of the FSS could be detected. Time-resolved
measurements indicate cavity effects in the mesa structures
resulting in a twofold shortening of the decay time by the
Purcell effect. As such, eCLL has proven to be a powerful tool
for the advanced and deterministic fabrication of nanophotonic
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structures and will be very beneficial for the optimization and
fabrication of tailored quantum light sources in the future.
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